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this is your brain on music

THE PREDICTABLE THREAD

hello temescal
goodbye g3
It’s just not a good month unless something
opens and something closes in the precarious
community of Venues That Agree To Contain
This Thing. Two steps forward, such as the
Temescal Arts Center (Oakland) revival of
music programming with a First Tuesday
Series, were accompanied by six steps back
with the end of the weekly free noise night
at G3 (San Francisco). At least the latter
produced a rationale that is begging for at
t-shirt. And no, it’s not o hai i am in ur venue
upending ur couch.
Photos of Compression of the Chest Cavity
Miracle (left) and Syrinx (above) by Hog
Heaven, more can be seen at flickr.com/
photos/74578389@N00/.

With a pop culture title referencing a
memorable anti-drug commercial, and
author Daniel J. Levitin’s background in
the record business, one could judge the
book by its cover and skip it as fluff. That
would be unfortunate, because this is one
of the most stimulating reads for music
lovers I’ve encountered. After ten years
in the studios as a high end engineer and
producer, Levitin returned to his studies to
graduate from Stanford, get his doctorate
from the University of Oregon, and become
Associate Professor of Psychology, Behavioral Neuroscience, and Music at McGill
University in Montreal, where he runs the
Laboratory for Musical Perception, Cognition and Expertise. Subtitled “The Science
of a Human Obsession” (more gratuitous
marketing, for the author never presents it as
such) the book explores perception of music
in the human brain.
With so much of brain function still a
mystery, the author is careful to present
the different prevailing views. Only very
recent advances in technology have allowed
precise timing measurements of activity
across the brain’s many regions, and Levitin
shares the excitement of these puzzle pieces
coming together in a way that lets you draw
your own conclusions, or at least have food

for thought. The science doesn’t get too
technical for the layman, and after enduring
an obligatory bit of Music 101, there’s some
musical insight as well.
Musical activity involves nearly every
region of the brain - both hemispheres - with
“top down” and “bottom up” feedback
happening simultaneously between the
advanced frontal lobes and the primitive
Cerebellum. You’re led into this complex
world starting with the random air molecules
hitting the eardrums from every direction,
that the brain sifts into a coherent image, and
the mind interprets as music. It will even fill
in missing gaps, which is scary. What’s also
scary, at least for the new music community,
is confronting the question of “what is
music?”. Fortunately we’re let off the hook
on that one since the answer’s subjective,
based on the pleasure we get out of what
we’re hearing. Still, this is an issue worth
taking up in our community discussions.
As a musician, I guess I shouldn’t have
been surprised that it all comes down to
dope; specifically dopamine. We start
acquiring musical information in the womb,
and while still toddlers, absorb enough
cultural information to develop musical
continued on page 5

PROGNOSTICATIONS BY SALLY WALKER

newmusic horoscopes
Aries (3/29 – 4/19) You are a whirlwind of
activity. How many shows have you played
recently? While the in-the-moment experience
and glowing feedback from others are fulfilling,
don’t forget to document your work!
Taurus (4/20 – 5/20) There are undoubtedly
musicians you feel are in need of suckitude
epiphanies. (We borrow the phrase from a SF Bay
Guardian blog post) Rather than expressing this
verbally, it is better to show them up musically,
and potentially embarrass them into selfawareness in front of an audience.

Gemini (5/21 – 6/21) Congratulations, you get
assigned communication to work on. It’s integral
to playing music with others, so someone should
make a concerted effort to work on it. You’re a
people person – it might as well be you!

continued on page 4

she told me that the music scares her.
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Tue 10/2 8pm $6-10 • Temescal Arts Center
First Tuesdays Temescal Presents
Amanda Schoofs - Mike Dale - Liz Sexe; Weasel
Walter - Alyssa Lee and Jen Baker - Andy Strain
Wed 10/3 7pm $5 • Mama Buzz Cafe
David Boyce - Phillip Greenlief duo; Clevenger
Three (Nathan Clevenger, Lisa Mezzacappa and
Aaron Novik)
Wed 10/3 7:16pm free • Prelinger Library
Illuminated Corridor
Craig Baldwin, Cinepimps, Steve Dye, António
Jorge Gonçalves (Portugal), Lance Grabmiller,
Sarah Lockhart, Killer Banshee, Charles
Kremenak, Neighborhood Public Radio, Peter
Nyboer, Gino Robair & large ensemble, Theatre
of Yugen. Bring FM radio.
Thu 10/4 8pm $6-10 • Luggage Store Gallery
New Music Series
Vulcanus 68; SOPHISTICUFFS; the roots of
outlaw
Fri 10/5 8pm $5-15 • 1510 8th St
Free Jazz Fridays
Tin/Bag CD release and trio of Chris Brown,
Phillip Greenlief and Donald Robinson
Fri 10/5 8pm free • Johansson Projects Gallery
TrioMetrik (Ashley Adams, electric bass, Marielle
Jakobsons, electric violin, Keith McMillan, guitar,
programming, and direction).
Sat 10/6 8pm $15 • 21 Grand
The 1st Annual Forward Music Festival:
An Evening Celebrating Creative Music
Eddie Gale Ensemble, Positive Knowledge
(Oluyemi Thomas and Ijeoma Thomas with
special guests); and the trio of Joel Futterman
(piano), Alvin Fiedler (drums) and multi-reed
player Ike Levin
Sat 10/6 8:15pm $18 • Noe Valley Ministry
Plays Monk (Ben Goldberg, Devin Hoff, Scott
Amendola)

Sun 10/7 4pm • Piedmont Piano Company
Contemporary Insights: Music and
Conversation
Music of Philippe Leroux: Julie Steinberg, piano;
Tod Brody, flute.
Sun 10/7 8pm $5 • ODC Dance Theatre
sfSoundSeries

Sun 10/7 8pm $10-15 • 1510 8th St
Evander Music & The Jazz House Present
Citta di Vitti (Phillip Greenlief - alto saxophone;
Lisa Mezzacappa - bass; Jason Levis - drums);
Steve Swell’s Slammin’ the Infinite (NYC)
with Steve Swell - trombone; Sabir Mateen
- saxophone; Matthew Heyner - bass; Michael
Wimberly - drums

Mon 10/8 8pm $27 • Yerba Buena Center for the
Arts
Premieres from the Vanguard: Music of Romitelli,
Leroux, Campion. Tody Brody, flute. Julie
Steinberg, piano. Pre-concert talk 7:15pm.
Tue 10/9 8pm $6-10 • 21 Grand
Birgit Ulher Quartet (Birgit Ulher - trumpet, James
Fei - saxophone, Damon Smith - double bass,
Kjell Nordeson - percussion) + Bolivar Zoar (Mary
Clare Brzytwa, Ava Mendoza, Theresa Wong)
Wed 10/10 9:30pm $10 • Hemlock Tavern
Good For Cows, The Ruins (alone), and Birgit
Ulher - trumpet, Liz Allbee - trumpet, Scott R.
Looney - Electronicsm, Damon Smith - double
bass, Weasel Walter - percussion
Thu 10/11 7:30pm Free • Mills College
Ensemble Room
Marco Cappelli performs pieces from his
“Extreme Guitar Project”
Thu 10/11 8pm • 21 Grand
BrutalSFX Festival #43 with Winters in Osaka
(IL), Pink Canoes, Mykel Boyd (IL), Kukie Matter,
Mr. Mercury Goes To Work, Head Boggle Domo
(Not In Auralsize)

Thu 10/11 8pm $6-10 • Luggage Store Gallery
New Music Series
Acoustic and electronic solos and duos between
Henry Kaiser and Rick Walker
Sat 10/13 1pm free • The LAB
[:] p l u g 3 [:]
Day 1 of the San Francisco Headphone festival,
part of the international Headphone festival
series.

Sat 10/13 9pm $6 • 21 Grand
Mute Socialite (Ava Mendoza, Alee Karim, Moe!
Staiano, Shayna Dunkelman) perform with Death
Sentence: Panda!, The Moggs, and 0th (featuring
XK Saz/Zeek Sheck and Amanda Warner).
Sun 10/14 1pm • The Lab
[:] p l u g 3 [:] part 2
weldschmertz, Telepathik Friend, lna, horaflora,
Filthmilk, Gather the Bones, Les Trois Feuilles,
respectable citizen., Nommo Ogo, saKAna,
CatSynth (Amar), My Helical Elk, Cypod, quiet
time, A. Marin, Matt Davignon, headboggle,
Tullan Velte, SIXES 66, DOUBLE VISION, Lance
Grabmiller, transponderfish, Magnanimous, lx
rudis, Leplacard.org
BYOHeadphones
Sun 10/14 7:30pm $10/8 • Musicians Union Hall
Outsound Presents...The SIMM Series
Charity Chan - solo piano and Bill Noertker’s
Moxie - music for film
Mon 10/15 8pm $10 • 1510 8th St
Amar Chaudhary, solo electronica and Polly
Moller & Company
Tue 10/16 8pm $7-12 • Climate Theater
Luke Westbrook Tree+O and Rubber City (David
Slusser-leader, composer, saxophones, Chris
Ackerman - Drums, Richard Saunders - Bass)
Wed 10/17 8pm • Anno Domini Gallery
Night One: Y2K7 International Live Looping
Festival

GOING OUT IS REALLY BAD FOR THE ENVIRONMENT, MAN

maybe sit at home and listen to the radio with the

kalx 90.7FM • kalx.berkeley.edu | kfjc 89.7FM • kfjc.org | kusf 90.3FM • kusf.org | kzsu 90.1FM • kzsu.stanford.edu | heule.us/breakth
negativland.com/ote_live/ | neighborhoodpublicradio.org | radiom.org | rchrd.com/mfom/ | sfsound.org/radio.html | soundcrac
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Thu 10/18 8pm $6-10 • Luggage Store Gallery
New Music Series
Joel Wanek & Dan Godston (CHI) and Michelle
Webb (NM)

Thu 10/25 7:30pm $8 • The Exploratorium
Bruce McClure (Brooklyn) immersive sound/light
experience with custom-made filmstrips and an
elaborate array of modified projectors

Fri 10/19 8pm $5-15 • 1510 8th Street
Free Jazz Fridays
The Stir Ensemble of Chicago featuring Dan
Godston trumpet & Joel Wanek bass with special
guest Jim Ryan winds. Others TBA.

Thu 10/25 8pm $6-10 • Luggage Store Gallery
New Music Series
Arc Minute; kaiser hsu duo

Fri 10/19 8pm • Pearl Alley Studios [120 Pearl
Alley, Santa Cruz, CA]
Night Two: Y2K7 International Live Looping
Festival
Fri 10/19 9pm $10 • 21 Grand
Wobbly, MaryClare Byrwytza and shudder
Sat 10/20 8pm $10-15 • Noe Valley Ministry
Kihnoua (Scott Amendola, percussion; Dohee
Lee, voice; Larry Ochs, sax); ips: 14 Aphorisms
by Georges Braque - Songs by Steve Lacy:
(Bruce Ackley, sop sax; Phillip Greenlief, alto
sax; Aurora Josephson, voice)
Sat 10/20 8pm • 21 Grand
BrutalSFX Festival #44 with Yximalloo (Japan),
Slusser, Tinnitus Insect Volume Knobs (Ma++
Ingallls and ?), Vulcanus 68, Nommo Ogo,
Bullshit Detector
Sat 10/20 8pm $12-$15 • Jewish Community
Center of the East Bay
Dan Cantrell & Friends and Eliyahu & Qadim
Sun 10/21 12:15pm • Pearl Alley Studios
Y2K7 International Live Looping Festival
featuring 60 artists from 8 countries (Noon to
Midnight)
Tue 10/23 8pm $7-12 • Climate Theater
Thomas Dimuzio; David Molina and Transient

chinese landfill device of your choice

hrough/ | nootherradio.blogspot.com
ck.net | ss.2inches.com/
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Fri 10/26 8:30pm $5 • 21 Grand
Holland Hopson (Appalachian clawhammer
banjo + electronics, improvising trio of Matt
Ingalls, Jake Rodriguez and George Cremaschi,
psych master Nehemiah St. Danger, and P.A.F.
- original lineup featuring Eric Carlson, Gene V.
Baker and Scott Pinkmountain

Sun 10/28 7:30pm $10/8 • Musicians Union Hall
Outsound Presents...The SIMM Series
All Hallows Show (fun, film, candy) with Ghost In
the House (CD Release) and Lords of Outland
Mon 10/29 7:30pm Free • Mills College
Ensemble Room
Andrea Parkins will present a series of Max/
MSP-based audio/visual works inspired by Rube
Goldberg’s circuitous contraptions.

Wed 10/31 9pm $5 • First Church of the Buzzard
Club Sandwich presents Halloween cover
bands
Fist Fuck (Nine Inch Nails -- Buchla, Heule, Lim,
Bousfield), Buttholes Urfers (Butthole Surfers
-- Sixes, Anti-Ear, Skullcaster, etc.) & more TBA

the persistent caveat

Schedules are subject to change, and the reasons can
be very interesting, and disappointing if you learn of
them too late. Please confirm details provided in this
publication by visiting transbaycalendar.org.

BUT WAIT THERE’S MORE
additional calendar listings at

bayimproviser.com
brutalsfx [yahooGroup]
club-sandwich [googleGroup]
fecalface.com
foopee.com/punk/the-list/
OutSound [yahooGroup]
music.mills.edu/mailman/listinfo/
newmusicevents
transbaycalendar.org
zumonline.com/shows/

don’t be
a sausage

visit
music.mills.edu/
mailman/listinfo/
newmusic
to subscribe to the
most interesting
conversations about
new music you
ever heared

venue information
1510 8th St Performance Space
1510 8th Street, Oakland [West Oakland BART]

Meridian Gallery
545 Sutter Street, San Francisco

21 Grand
416 25th Street, Oakland [at Broadway]

Mills College Ensemble Room
5000 MacArthur Boulevard, Oakland

5lowershop
992 Peralta Avenue, San Francisco

Musicians Union Hall
116 9th Street, San Francisco [at Mission]

Anno Domini Gallery
366 S. 1st Street, San Jose

Noe Valley Ministry
1021 Sanchez Street, San Francisco

Artists Television Access
992 Valencia, San Francisco [at 21st]

ODC Dance Theatre
3153 17th Street, San Francisco [at Shotwell]

Climate Theater
285 9th Street, San Francisco [at Folsom]

Pearl Alley Studios
120 Pearl Alley, Santa Cruz

The Exploratorium
3601 Lyon Street, San Francisco

Piedmont Piano Company
660 Third Street, San Francisco

First Church of the Buzzard
2601 26th Street #150, Oakland [at Adeline]

Prelinger Library
301 8th Street, San Francisco [at Folsom]

Hemlock Tavern
1131 Polk Street, San Francisco [near Post]

Project Artaud Theatre
450 Florida Street, San Francisco

Jewish Community Center of the East Bay
1414 Walnut Street, Berkeley

RX Gallery
132 Eddy Street San Francisco

Johansson Projects Gallery
2300 Telegraph Avenue, Oakland

Starry Plough
3101 Shattuck Avenue, Berkeley [at Prince]

The LAB
2948 16th Street, San Francisco [at Capp]

Temescal Arts Center
511 48th Street, Oakland [at Telegraph]

Luggage Store Gallery
1007 Market Street, San Francisco [at 6th]

Yerba Buena Center for the Arts
700 Howard Street, San Franciso [at 3rd]

Mama Buzz Cafe
2318 Telegraph Avenue, Oakland [at 23rd]

horoscopes cont’d.
Cancer (6/22 – 7/22) We admire your openness
to musical situations, your ability and equanimity
to continue playing, even in the face of
qualitative adversity, in hope of transcendence.
You are our best hope for a graceful ending.
When you play, focus on endings – for
performances both successful and not.
Leo (7/23 – 8/22) You get yourself and your
music out there quite a bit, and have no trouble
defending yourself against nay-sayers or those
who don’t “get it.” Try a pre-emptive approach
and write a manifesto about what you’re trying
to accomplish musically and cement your
seriousness of purpose.
Virgo (8/23 – 9/22) We know you work hard and
have high standards. Meeting your standards can
be difficult, but don’t give up on them. Focus on
identifying contexts where you can demonstrate
your artistic strengths and avoid situations that
make you feel plain stupid.
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this is your brain on music cont’d.
expectations. It is when these expectations
are toyed with by slight variation that the
brain rewards an attentive mind with a little
shot of dopamine for noticing. It’s heartening to learn that it’s the unexpected variation
that brings the pleasure, but also sobering
that it’s in the context of a patterned cultural
expectation. This really explained a lot to
me, and I hope others can get some similar
insight from reading this book.
I applied this to my enjoyment of jazz,
which not everyone enjoys. Harry Truman
was still President when I was born, and the
music that surrounded me in my formative
years was the tin pan alley and show tunes
of popular culture, banal in many respects,
but uniformly more complex in form and
harmonic structure than today’s pop. A
singer like Sinatra captivated millions with
his skill and talent at tweaking the expected
phrasing and delivery.
When I encountered jazz, these were the
forms and harmonic structures the musicians
were improvising upon, and I was able to
get pleasure from recognizing their toying
with my musical expectations. Pop culture
started changing dramatically by the time
I was five, and those older forms rapidly
disappeared from the scene. I have to really
respect the efforts of younger people who’ve
gotten into jazz, since they have to search
out and acquire the groundwork I absorbed
as a sprout.

Libra (9/23 – 8/22) Libra is signified by a set of
scales and associated with balance. For the sake
of experiment, Libra, try playing “off-balance”
– hopping on one foot, playing out of tune,
with a mouthful of food – and see if something
interesting comes out of it. However, do so in
private – it could be unredeemably dark.
Scorpio (10/23 – 11/21) Consider the tuba;
screw the lillies, they just sit around in a field and
die. The tuba is a wondrous instrument, desired
by many, but woefully hard to come by. There
is a tuba gap that many people have resigned
themselves to accept. I am not advising that all
Scorpios take up the tuba, rather, consider what
less-than-ideal circumstances your peers have
come to accept and what you can do to remedy
this.
Sagittarius (11/22 – 12/21) We have heard
Sagittarians described as wishy-washy on
occasion. Perhaps the musical structures that
you use are a crutch that keep you from making
difficult decisions. Experiment with a structure
you tend to avoid.

There were certainly extra-musical factors
that changed American popular music from
32 and 64 bar song forms into the simplicity of rock and roll, and what little has
transpired since. The implication, though,
is the loss of appreciation for complex form
and sophisticated harmonic movement due
to lowered expectation. Levitin says the
unexpected variations that give pleasure
now come in the form of tone, timbre and
texture within the form. The evolution of
recording technology, musical instruments
and arrangements, broadcasting and hi-fi
have also played a parallel role in keeping rock interesting to its audience. It’s not
surprising then that tone, timbre and texture
are also dominant among young improvisers. I’m afraid that’s not enough to grow the
audience for non-idiomatic improvisation,
though. The author deftly notes that our
modern western culture has evolved a pervasive distinction between an expert class
of performers and everyone else as consumers, where in the past, everyone could and
did participate in the performance of music
(and in some cultures there’s no distinction
between music and dance). It seems any
variation in expectation in a practice that
defies form, would only give pleasure to the
practitioners. In other words, it’s music for
musicians, and we’re our own audience.

Capricorn (12/22 - 1/19) Our experience of
Capricorns is as consummate list-makers.
Consider repurposing one of your lists as a
musical score. At the very least, you won’t forget
to pick up coffee and cat food on the way home.
Aquarius (1/20 – 2/18) Do you spend more time
troubleshooting your Max patch or strategizing
how to haul all your gear than developing
musical ideas: If not, you win a shiny gold star.
If a sheepish grin of recognition accompanied
reading the above question, try using the least
technology possible and see what you come up
with.
Pisces (2/19 – 3/20) Are you feeling
overwhelmed? Try setting limits for an aspect
of your music that is overwhelming you. These
constraints don’t have to be conceptually
appropriate, they can be dumb and arbitrary.

about
this
thing
The Transbay Creative Music Calendar
is a volunteer-produced free monthly
journal for non-commercial creative
new music in the San Francisco Bay
Area. In addition to our comprehensive
listing of upcoming events, we publish
articles and reviews about local music
and the people who create it. We talk
about a wide range of modern music,
including: experimental, improvised,
noise, electronic, free-jazz, outrock, 21st
century compositions, and sonic art.
Each month, 1,000 copies of
he Transbay are mailed to
individuals and hand-delivered
to over 45 performance venues
and public locations
throughout the Bay Area.
Contact us for a free subscription!
Your kind donations help keep the
Transbay alive and growing.
Please send checks [payable to
“Transbay Music Calendar”] to:
Transbay Accounting
106 Fairmount
Oakland, CA 94610
Please visit our web site
or contact us directly:
mail@transbaycalendar.org
for more information about getting your
FREE subscription, submitting content,
listing an event, advertising, viewing
archives, or volunteering.
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Funding Opportunity
Program Guide and Applications for the
City of Oakland’s FY 2008-2009 Cultural
Funding Program are now available at

oaklandculturalarts.org

